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Abstract. This article gives relations between two types of phase space dis-
tributions associated to eigenfunctions φirj of the Laplacian on a compact
hyperbolic surface XΓ:
• Wigner distributions ∫
S∗XΓ
a dWirj = 〈Op(a)φirj , φirj 〉L2(XΓ), which
arise in quantum chaos. They are invariant under the wave group.
• Patterson–Sullivan distributions PSirj , which are the residues of the





a (where the sum
runs over closed geodesics) at the poles s = 1/2+irj . They are invariant
under the geodesic ﬂow.
We prove that these distributions (when suitably normalized) are asymp-
totically equal as rj → ∞. We also give exact relations between them. This
correspondence gives a new relation between classical and quantum dynamics
on a hyperbolic surface, and consequently a formulation of quantum ergodicity
in terms of classical ergodic theory.
1. Introduction, statement of results
The purpose of this article is to relate two kinds of phase space distributions
which are naturally attached to the eigenfunctions φirj of the Laplacian  on
a compact hyperbolic surface XΓ. The ﬁrst kind are the Wigner distributions
Wirj ∈ D′(S∗XΓ) (1.1) of quantum mechanics. The second kind are what we call
normalized Patterson–Sullivan distributions P̂ Sirj ∈ D′(S∗XΓ) (1.3). In Theo-
rem 1.3, we prove that the Patterson–Sullivan distributions are the residues of
classical dynamical zeta functions at poles in the ‘critical strip’, and therefore
have a purely classical deﬁnition. Yet in Theorem 1.1, we prove that there exists
an ‘intertwining operator’ Lr (1.6) which transforms P̂ Sirj into Wirj and which
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induces an asymptotic equality Wirj ∼ P̂ Sirj between them. It follows that some
of the principal objects and problems of quantum chaos on a compact hyperbolic
surface have a purely classical mechanical interpretation. The full nature of the
intertwining relation between quantum and classical dynamics will be investigated
further in [4]. It should generalize to ﬁnite volume hyperbolic manifolds of all di-
mensions, but seems to be a special feature of locally symmetric manifolds related
to uniqueness of triple products (invariant trilinear functionals; see [5, 32]).
To state our results, we introduce some notation. We write G = PSU(1, 1) :=
SU(1, 1)/± I ≡ PSL(2,R),K = PSO(2) and identify the quotient G/K with the
hyperbolic disc D. We let Γ ⊂ G denote a co-compact discrete group and let XΓ =
Γ\D denote the associated hyperbolic surface. By “phase space” we mean the unit
cotangent bundle S∗XΓ, which may be identiﬁed with the unit tangent bundle
SXΓ and also with the quotient Γ\G. By a distribution E ∈ D′(Y ) on a space Y
we mean a continuous linear functional on D(Y ) = C∞0 (Y ). We denote the pairing




convenience. We denote by λ0 = 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · the spectrum of the Laplacian
on XΓ, repeated according to multiplicity; with the usual parametrization λj =
sj(1−sj) = 1/4+r2j (sj = 1/2+ irj), we denote by {φirj}j=0,1,2,... an orthonormal
basis of real-valued eigenfunctions: φirj = −λjφirj .
The Wigner distributions (microlocal lifts, microlocal defect measures . . . )









, a ∈ C∞(S∗XΓ)
(1.1)
where Op(a) is a special quantization of a, deﬁned using hyperbolic Fourier analysis
(Deﬁnition 3.4). The Wigner distribution Wirj depends quadratically on φirj , has
mass one in the sense that 〈1I,Wirj 〉 = 1, and has the quantum invariance property
〈















hence by Egorov’s theorem Wirj is asymptotically invariant under the action of
the geodesic ﬂow gt on S∗XΓ, in the large energy limit rj −→ +∞. The Wigner
distribution Wirj is one of the principal objects in quantum chaos: it determines the
oscillation and concentration of the eigenfunction φirj in the classical phase space
S∗XΓ (see Section 2). One of the main problems in quantum chaos is the quantum
unique ergodicity problem of determining which geodesic ﬂow invariant probability
measures arise as weak* limits of the Wigner distributions (cf. [20,33,41,43,48,50]
for a few articles on hyperbolic quotients).
The (non-normalized) Patterson–Sullivan distributions {PSirj} associated to
the eigenfunctions {φirj} (cf. Deﬁnition 3.3) are deﬁned by the expression
PSirj (dg) = PSirj (db
′, db, dt) :=
Tirj (db)Tirj (db′)
|b− b′|1+2irj ⊗ |dt| . (1.3)
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In this deﬁnition, Tirj is the boundary values of φirj in the sense of Helgason (cf.
Theorem 3.1 or [15,16].) The parameters (b′, b) (b = b′) vary in B×B, where B =
∂D is the boundary of the hyperbolic disc, and t varies in R; (b′, b) parametrize
the space of oriented geodesics, t is the time parameter along geodesics, and the
three parameters (b′, b, t) are used to parametrize the unit tangent bundle SD.
The Patterson–Sullivan distributions PSirj are invariant under the geodesic
ﬂow (gt) on SD, i.e.,
(gt)∗PSirj = PSirj . (1.4)
The distributions PSirj are also Γ-invariant (cf. Proposition 3.3), hence they de-






which satisfy the same normalization condition 〈1I, P̂ Sirj 〉 = 1 as Wirj on the
quotient SXΓ. In Theorem 1.2, it is shown that 〈1I, PSirj 〉.2(1+2irj)µ0(1/2+irj) = 1
where µ0(s) =
Γ(1/2)Γ(s−1/2)
Γ(s) . Note that the normalizing factor does not depend
on the group Γ.
Phase space distributions of this kind were associated to ground state eigen-
functions of certain inﬁnite area hyperbolic surfaces by S. J. Patterson [29,30], and
were studied further by D. Sullivan [44,45] (see also [26]). Ground state Patterson–
Sullivan distributions are positive measures, but our analogues for higher eigen-
functions on compact (or ﬁnite area) hyperbolic surfaces are not measures. To our
knowledge, they have not been studied for higher eigenfunctions before.
Both families (Wirj ) and (P̂ Sirj ) are normalized, Γ-invariant bilinear forms
in the eigenfunctions φirj with values in distributions on SXΓ. But they possess
diﬀerent invariance properties: the former are invariant under the quantum dy-
namics (the wave group) while the latter are invariant by the classical evolution
(the geodesic ﬂow). The motivating problem in this article is to determine how
they are related.













acts on the right as the horocycle ﬂow. We further introduce a cutoﬀ
function χ ∈ C∞0 (D) which is a smooth replacement for the characteristic function
of a fundamental domain for Γ (called a ‘smooth fundamental domain cutoﬀ’, see
Deﬁnition 3.2).
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a(g)P̂ Sirj (dg) + O(r
−1
j ) .
It follows that the Wigner distributions are equivalent to the Patterson–
Sullivan distributions in the study of quantum ergodicity. The operators Lr in a
sense intertwine classical and quantum dynamics (the precise intertwining rela-
tion will be investigated in [4]). We note that, although the Wigner distributions
were deﬁned by using the special hyperbolic pseudodiﬀerential calculus Op, any
other choice of Op will produce asymptotically equivalent Wigner distributions
and hence Theorem 1.1 is stable under change of quantization.
When a is an automorphic eigenfunction, i.e., a joint eigenfunction of the
Casimir operator Ω and the generator W of K, we can evaluate the ﬁrst expression
in Theorem 1.1 to obtain a very concrete relation:
Theorem 1.2. (0) The normalization of PSirj is given by










More generally, if σ is an eigenfunction of Casimir parameter τ and weight

























where µcm,τ and µ
codd
m,τ are defined in (5.6); X+ denotes the vector field generating
the horocycle flow.














where µdm is defined in (5.7).









where IPSirj : C





When σ is a joint eigenfunction of the Casimir operator Ω and of the generatorW of
the maximal compact subgroup K, the function IPSir (σ)(u) is a special function
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of hypergeometric type depending on r and the eigenvalue parameters of σ (cf.
Section 2 for a review of the representation theory of L2(Γ\G)). The integral
on the right side of (1.7) can then be evaluated to give the explicit formulae of
Theorem 1.2.
In our subsequent article [4], we give generalizations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
to oﬀ-diagonal Wigner and Patterson–Sullivan distributions. The correspondence
between Wigner and Patterson–Sullivan distributions determines a type of inter-
twining between classical and quantum mechanics. It is obvious that there cannot
exist an intertwining on the L2 level, since the quantum dynamics has a discrete L2
spectrum and classical dynamics has a continuous L2 spectrum, but the correspon-
dence establishes an intertwining on the level of distributions.
Our next result gives a purely classical dynamical interpretation of the
Patterson–Sullivan distributions in terms of closed geodesics. Given a ∈ C∞(SXΓ),





















, (e s > 1)
(1.9)
where the sum runs over all closed orbits, and γ0 is the primitive closed orbit
traced out by γ. The sum converges absolutely for e s > 1.
Theorem 1.3. Let a be a real analytic function on the unit tangent bundle. Then
Z(s; a) and Z2(s; a) admit meromorphic extensions to C. The poles in the critical
strip 0 < e s < 1, appear at s = 1/2+ir, where as above 1/4+r2 is an eigenvalue




〈a, P̂Sirj 〉SXΓ ,
where {P̂ Sirj} are the normalized Patterson–Sullivan distributions associated to
an orthonormal eigenbasis {φirj}.
In Section 7, the thermodynamic formalism is used to prove that Z2(s; a)
has a meromorphic extension, and we describe its poles and residues in e s > 0
in terms of “Ruelle resonances”. In particular, Patterson–Sullivan distributions
arise as the residues. Previously, this formalism has been used to locate the zeros
of Selberg’s zeta function [31]. We use the methods developed by Rugh in [35]
for real-analytic situations. The techniques are based on the Anosov property of
the geodesic ﬂow, and apply in variable curvature. However, the relation between
Wigner and Patterson–Sullivan distributions is special to constant curvature.
The meromorphic extension of Z2(s; a) and the description of its resonances
implies the same result for Z(s; a). But in Section 9, we give a diﬀerent kind of
proof using representation theory and the generalized Selberg trace formula of [49].
It seems to us to give a diﬀerent kind of insight into the meromorphic extension
and it can be used to determine residues and poles outside of the critical strip. For
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the sake of brevity, we only prove it for symbols a which have only ﬁnitely many
components in the decomposition of L2(Γ\G) into irreducibles. As explained in
Section 9, the extension of the proof to general analytic symbols is related to the
estimates on triple products in [6, 39], and indeed it seems to require non-trivial
reﬁnements of them. The trace formula establishes an exact relation between the
Wigner distributions (which appear on the ‘spectral side’ of the trace formula)
and the geodesic periods
∫
γ
a on the ‘sum over Γ’ side. No such formula can be
expected in variable curvature, and the methods are speciﬁc to hyperbolic surfaces.
In conclusion, the results of this paper develop to a new level the close relation
between classical and quantum dynamics on hyperbolic surfaces. On the level of
eigenvalues and lengths of closed geodesics, this close relation is evident from the
Selberg trace formula (cf. Section 8). As is well-known, the Selberg trace formula on
a compact hyperbolic manifold is a special case of the general wave trace formula on
a compact Riemannian manifold where the leading order approximation is exact.
The exactness of this stationary phase formula is somewhat analogous to the exact
stationary phase formula of Duistermaat–Heckman for certain oscillatory integrals,
but to our knowledge no rigorous link between these exact formulae is known.
An alternative explanation of the close relation between classical and quantum
dynamics was suggested by V. Guillemin in [14], who made a formal application of
the Lefschetz formula to the action of the geodesic ﬂow on a non-elliptic complex.
The trace on chains gave the logarithmic derivative of the (Ruelle) zeta function,
while the trace on homology gave the spectral side of the Selberg trace formula.
For later developments in this direction (by C. Denninger, A. Deitmar, U. Bunke,
M. Olbrich and others) we refer to [17].
This paper develops the close relation on the level of eigenfunctions and in-
variant distributions rather than just eigenvalues and lengths of closed geodesics.
As mentioned above, the correspondence between Wigner and Patterson–Sullivan
distributions reﬂects the existence of a kind of intertwining operator between clas-
sical and quantum dynamics, which will be investigated further in [4]. It is hoped
that the intertwining relations will have applications in quantum chaos, e.g., to the
question of quantum unique ergodicity. It would also be interesting to relate our
constructions to the non-elliptic Lefschetz formulae of [14], to invariant trilinear
functionals [5, 32] and to other representation theoretic ones in [43, 48].
2. Background
Hyperbolic surfaces are uniformized by the hyperbolic plane H or disc D. In the




The group of orientation-preserving isometries can be identiﬁed with PSU(1, 1)
acting by Moebius transformations; the stabilizer of 0 is K  SO(2) and thus we
will often identify D with SU(1, 1)/K. Computations are sometimes simpler in the
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H model, where the isometry group is PSL(2,R). We therefore use the general
notation G for the isometry group, and G/K for the hyperbolic plane, leaving it to
the reader and the context to decide whether G = PSU(1, 1) or G = PSL(2,R).














The distance on D induced by the Riemannian metric will be denoted dD. We
denote the volume form by dV ol(z).
Let Γ ⊂ G be a co-compact discrete subgroup, and let us consider the auto-
morphic eigenvalue problem on G/K:
{ φ = −λφ ,
φ(γz) = φ(z) for all γ ∈ Γ and for all z . (2.1)
In other words, we study the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on the compact
surface XΓ = Γ\ G /K. Following standard notation (e.g., [27,46]), the eigenvalue
can be written in the form λ = λr = 1/4 + r2 and also λ = λs = s(1 − s) where
s = 1/2 + ir.
Notational remarks.
(i) We denote by {λj = 1/4 + r2j } the set of eigenvalues repeated according to
multiplicity, and (in a somewhat abusive manner) we denote a corresponding or-
thonormal basis of eigenfunctions by {φirj}.
(ii) We follow the notational conventions used in [26] and [27], which diﬀer from
those used in [15] by a factor 4. We caution that [19,49] use the latter conventions,
and there the parameter s is deﬁned so that 4λ = (s−1)(s+1) and so that s = 2ir.
2.1. Unit tangent bundle and space of geodesics
We denote by B = {z ∈ C, |z| = 1} the boundary at inﬁnity of D. The unit
tangent bundle SD of the hyperbolic disc D is by deﬁnition the manifold of unit
vectors in the tangent bundle TD with respect to the hyperbolic metric. We may,
and will, identify SD with the unit cosphere bundle S∗D by means of the metric.
We will make a number of further identiﬁcations:
• SD ≡ PSU(1, 1). This comes from the fact that PSU(1, 1) acts freely and
transitively on SD. Similarly, if we work with the upper half plane model H,
we have SH ≡ PSL(2,R). We identify a unit tangent vector (z, v) with a
group element g if g · (i, (0, 1)) = (z, v). We identify SD, SH, PSU(1, 1), and
PSL(2,R). In general, we work with the model which simpliﬁes the calcula-
tions best. According to a previous remark, SD, PSU(1, 1) and PSL(2,R)
will often be designated by the letter G.
• SD ≡ D×B. Here, we identify (z, b) ∈ D×B with the unit tangent vector
(z, v), where v ∈ SzD is the vector tangent to the unique geodesic through z
ending at b.
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The geodesic ﬂow gt on SD is deﬁned by gt(z, v) = (γv(t), γ′v(t)) where γv(t)
is the unit speed geodesic with initial value (z, v). The space of geodesics is the
quotient of SD by the action of gt. Each geodesic has a forward endpoint b and
a backward endpoint b′ in B, hence the space of geodesics of D may be identiﬁed
with B×B\∆, where ∆ denotes the diagonal in B×B: To (b′, b) ∈ B×B\∆ there
corresponds a unique geodesic γb′,b whose forward endpoint at inﬁnity equals b and
whose backward endpoint equals b′.
We then have the identiﬁcation
SD ≡ (B ×B \∆)×R .
The choice of time parameter is deﬁned – for instance – as follows: The point
(b′, b, 0) is by deﬁnition the closest point to 0 on γb′,b and (b′, b, t) denotes the
point t units from (b, b′, 0) in signed distance towards b.
2.2. Non-Euclidean Fourier analysis
Following [15], we denote by 〈z, b〉 the signed distance to 0 of the horocycle through
the points z ∈ D, b ∈ B. Equivalently,
e〈z,b〉 =
1− |z|2
|z − b|2 = PD(z, b) ,
where PD(z, b) is the Poisson kernel of the unit disc. (We caution again that e〈z,b〉
is written e2〈z,b〉 in [15,50]). We denote Lebesgue measure on B by |db|, so that the
harmonic measure issued from 0 is given by PD(z, b)|db|. A basic identity (cf. [15])
is that
〈g · z, g · b〉 = 〈z, b〉+ 〈g · 0, g · b〉 , (2.2)
which implies
PD(gz, gb) |d(gb)| = PD(z, b) |db| . (2.3)
The functions e(1/2+ir)〈z,b〉 are hyperbolic analogues of Euclidean plane waves
ei〈x,ξ〉 and are called non-Euclidean plane waves in [15]. The non-Euclidean Fourier















2+ir)〈z,b〉Fu(r, b)r tanh(2πr)dr|db| .




2+ir)〈z,b〉 = a(z, b, r)e(
1
2+ir)〈z,b〉 .
We assume that the complete symbol a is a polyhomogeneous function of r in the
classical sense that
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aj(z, b)r−j+m ∈ Sm−R−1
where σ ∈ Sk if supK(1 + r)j−k |Dαz Dβb Djr σ(z, b, r)| < +∞ for all compact sets K
and for all α, β, j.
The non-Euclidean Fourier inversion formula then extends the deﬁnition of








2+ir)〈z,b〉Fu(r, b)r tanh(2πr)dr|db| .
A key property of Op is that Op(a) commutes with the action of an element
γ ∈ G (Tγu(z) = u(γz)) if and only if a(γz, γb, r) = a(z, b, r). Γ-equivariant pseu-
dodiﬀerential operators then deﬁne operators on the quotient XΓ. This will be seen
more clearly when we discuss Helgason’s representation formula for eigenfunctions.
2.3. Dynamics and group theory of G = PSL(2,R)
We recall the group theoretic point of view towards the geodesic and horocy-
cle ﬂows on SXΓ. As above, it is equivalent to work with G = PSU(1, 1) or
G = PSL(2,R); we choose the latter. Our notation follows [19, 49], save for the




















We denote the associated one parameter subgroups by A,A−,K. We denote the
raising/lowering operators for K-weights by
E+ = H + iV , E− = H − iV . (2.4)
The Casimir operator is then given by 4 Ω = H2 + V 2 − W 2; on K-invariant














and denote the associated subgroups by N,N−.
In the identiﬁcation SD ≡ PSL(2,R) the geodesic ﬂow is given by the right
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. The action of
the geodesic ﬂow is closely related to that of the horocycle ﬂow (hu)u∈R, deﬁned








Indeed, the relation atnu = nuetat shows that the horocyclic trajectories are the
stable leaves for the action of the geodesic ﬂow.
The closed orbits of the geodesic ﬂow gt on Γ\G are denoted {γ} and are
in one-to-one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements
of Γ. We denote by Gγ , respectively Γγ , the centralizer of γ in G, respectively Γ.
The group Γγ is generated by an element γ0 which is called a primitive hyperbolic









If γ = γk0 where γ0 is primitive, then we call Lγ0 the primitive length of the closed
geodesic γ.
2.4. Representation theory of G and spectral theory of 
Let us recall some basic facts about the representation theory of L2(Γ\G) in the
case where the quotient is compact (cf. [18, 19]).














where Cirj denotes the complementary series representation, respectively Pirj de-
notes the unitary principal series representation, in which −Ω equals sj(1− sj) =
1/4 + r2j . In the complementary series case, irj ∈ R while in the principal se-
ries case irj ∈ iR+. These continuous series irreducibles are indexed by their
K-invariant vectors {φirj}, which is assumed to be the given orthonormal basis of
-eigenfunctions. Thus, the multiplicity of Pirj is the same as the multiplicity of
the corresponding eigenvalue of .
Further, D±m denotes the holomorphic (respectively anti-holomorphic) dis-
crete series representation with lowest (respectively highest) weight m, and µΓ(m)
denotes its multiplicity; it depends only on the genus of XΓ. We denote by ψm,j
(j = 1, . . . , µΓ(m)) a choice of orthonormal basis of the lowest weight vectors of
µΓ(m)D+m and write µΓ(m)D+m = ⊕µΓ(m)j=1 D+m,j accordingly.
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We will also use the notations Cirj ,Pirj and D±m,j for the orthogonal projec-




















Wστ,m = imστ,m .
(2.7)
of the Casimir Ω and the generator W of K = SO(2).
We recall that the principal series Pir representations of PSL(2,R) are re-













The unique normalized K-invariant vector of Pirj is a constant multiple of
fir,0(x) = (1 + x2)−(
1
2+ir) .




















When asymptotics as |rj | → ∞ are involved, we may ignore the complementary
series representations and therefore do not discuss them in detail.
Let C+ = {z ∈ C : z > 0}. We recall (see [18], § 2.6) that D+m is realized
on the Hilbert space
H+m =
{


















The lowest weight vector of D+m in this realization is (z + i)−m.
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We note that the K-weights in all irreducibles are even. Lowest weight vectors
of D+m correspond to (holomorphic) automorphic forms of weight m for Γ in the
classical sense of holomorphic functions on H satisfying






⎠ , γ ∈ Γ .
A holomorphic form of weight m deﬁnes a holomorphic diﬀerential of type f(z)
(dz)
m
2 (cf. [38]). Forms of weight n in Pir, Cu,D±m always correspond to diﬀerentials
of type (dz)
n
2 . Forms of odd weight do not occur in L2(Γ\PSL(2,R)).
2.5. Time reversibility
Time reversal refers to the involution on the unit cosphere bundle deﬁned by
ι(x, ξ) = (x,−ξ). Under the identiﬁcation Γ\G ∼ S∗XΓ, the time reversal map





is the Weyl element. For a ∈ A one
has waw = a−1.
We say that a distribution is time-reversible if ι∗T = T . The distributions of
concern in this article all have the property of time-reversibility, originating in the
fact that is a real operator and hence commutes with complex conjugation. This
motivates the decomposition of Pir = P+ir ⊕ P−ir into ‘even’ and ‘odd’ subspaces.
Proposition 2.1. We have:
• Each principal (or complementary) series irreducible contains a one-
dimensional space of A-invariant and time-reversal invariant distributions.
In the realization on L2(R), it is spanned by ξr(x) = |x|−(1/2+ir).
• There exists a unique (up to scalars) A-invariant time-reversal invariant dis-
tribution in D+m when m ≡ 0(mod 4) and there exists no time reversal invari-
ant distribution when m ≡ 2(mod 4). In the realization on H+m, it is z−m/2.
Similarly for D−m.
Proof. (i) The complementary and principal series
Each principal (or complementary) series irreducible contains a two-
dimensional space of A-invariant distributions. In the model on L2(R) a basis
is given by x−(1/2+ir)+ , x
−(1/2+ir)
− . Indeed, A invariance is equivalent to
e−t(
1
2+ir)ξir(etx) = ξir(x) .




are invariant distributions supported on R±.
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Hence the unique time reversal invariant distribution is
ξir = |x|−( 12+ir) .
(ii) The discrete series
Each holomorphic (or anti-holomorphic) discrete series irreducible D±m con-








⎠ ξ+m(z) = e
mt/2ξm(etz) = ξ+m(z) ,




and the only holomorphic solution is z−m/2.













We observe that z−m/2 is time-reversal invariant when m ≡ 0 (mod 4) and is
anti-invariant when m ≡ 2 (mod 4).
The anti-holomorphic discrete series is similar (by taking complex conju-
gates). 
Definition 2.1. We denote the time reversal and geodesic ﬂow invariant distribution
in D′(Γ\G) ∩ Pirj by Ξirj , normalized so that 〈φirj ,Ξirj 〉 = 1. We denote by
Ξ±m,j the time reversal and geodesic ﬂow invariant distribution in D′(Γ\G) ∩ D±m,
normalized so that 〈ψm,j ,Ξm,j〉 = 1, where ||ψm,j || = 1. Here, we assume m ≡
0 (4).
We now consider the action of A, i.e., the geodesic ﬂow, in each irreducible.
Proposition 2.2. The right action of A, i.e., the geodesic flow gt, has two invariant
subspaces in each irreducible Cir,Pir, namely the cyclic subspace generated by the
weight zero vector φir, and that generated by X+φir. The action of A is irreducible
in D±m.
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⎠ f(x) = et(
1
2+ir)f(etx) .
The subspaces L2(R+), L2(R−) are invariant, or alternatively the spaces of even
and odd functions. The action is irreducible in each subspace: the weight zero
vector (1 + x2)−(1/2+ir) generates the former, and its derivative generates the
latter.







⎠ f(z) = emt/2f(etz) .
The lowest weight vector is cyclic for the action of A. 
A nice simpliﬁcation occurring several times in the paper is that the series
{X+φirk} automatically has zero integrals against a time reversal invariant distri-
bution:
Lemma 2.3. If T ∈ D′(Γ\G) is time-reversible, then 〈X+φirk , T 〉 = 0 for all k.
Proof. We have





= −〈X+φir , T 〉 . 
The following is the main application of the representation theory. By the
above normalization, all denominators equal one, but we leave them in to empha-
size the normalization.
Proposition 2.4. Let ν denote a time-reversal invariant and geodesic flow invariant














〈ψm,j , ν〉 .
Proof. Since φir and X+φir generate Pir under the action of A, any element f in
this space may be expressed in the form
∫
R





If we pair with the invariant distribution ν we obtain
∫
R f˜even(t)dt 〈φir , ν〉.
On the other hand, if we pair f with Ξir we obtain
∫
R f˜even(t)dt 〈φir ,Ξir〉. Simi-
larly in the discrete series. The statement follows immediately. 
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To apply the Proposition, we need to understand convergence of the series
and hence to have bounds on 〈Pir(f),Ξir〉 and 〈D±m,jf,Ξ±m,j〉 when the denomi-
nator is normalized to equal one. Since the complementary series sum is ﬁnite, it
is not necessary to analyze these terms. The following proposition shows that the
distributions are of order one. Here, we say that a distribution T has order s if
〈f, T 〉 ≤ ||f ||W s where W s(Γ\G) is the Sobolev space of functions with s deriva-
tives in L2. The proposition also controls the dependence of the norms in the
Casimir parameters ir,m.
Proposition 2.5. We have:
• |〈Pir(f),Ξr〉| ≤ Cr−1/2 ||Pir(f)||W 1 ;
• |〈D+m,jf,Ξm,j〉| ≤ Cm−1/2 ||D+m,jf ||W 1 ;
Proof. We prove the results by conjugating to the models above.
We begin with the continuous series and let
Uir : L2(Γ\G)→ L2(R)
be the unitary intertwining operator from Pir ⊂ L2(Γ\G) to its realization in
L2(R). Thus, UirΞir = ξir up to the normalizing constant.





















































Here, B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)Γ(x+y) is the beta-function. From the asymptotics (cf. [13] 8.328)




2 |y||y|x− 12 (|y| → ∞) (2.10)














) ∼ Cr−1/2 , (r →∞) .
Next we consider the order of ξir as a distribution in the model. We may break
up each function in L2(R) into its even and odd parts with respect to time reversal
invariance, and then we only need to consider 〈f, ξir〉 for a time reversal invariant f .
Let χ+(x) ∈ C∞0 (R) with χ+ = 1 for |x| ≤ 1/2 and 0 for |x| > 2 and with the
property that χ+(x) + χ+(−1/x) = 1. Then 〈f, ξir〉 = 〈(χ+ + χ+(−1/x))f, ξir〉
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= 〈χ+f, ξir〉 .
Hence we only need to estimate the χ+ integral. We write x−1/2+ir = 1−1/2+ir
d
dx
x1/2+ir and integrate by parts. The result is bounded by C(1 + r)−1(||f ||L2 +
||Pir(X−)f ||L2). Here, we use that X+ is represented by d/dx.










































= Cβr(1 + r)−1||X−Pir(f)||L2(Γ\G)
≤ r−1/2 ||Pir(f)||W 1(Γ\G) .






(z + i)−mz¯−m/2ym−2dxdy .
To calculate the constant, we use the isometry








where O2(D, dνm) are the holomorphic functions on the unit disc which are L2
with respect to the measure dνm = 44m (1 − |w|2)m dwdw¯(1−|w|2)2 (cf. [19] IX §3).
We have Tmψm = 1. Note that 1 is not normalized to have L2 norm equal to
one. It follows that
〈ψm,Ξ+m〉 =
4









(1 − |w|2)m dwdw¯
(1− |w|2)2 .






























is holomorphic in |z| ≤ 1 for r < 1. It follows that
〈ψm,Ξ+m〉 = C
2m




(1 − |w|2)2 = C(m− 1)
−1/2 ,







(1− |w|2)m dwdw¯(1−|w|2)2 equals 1m−1 .





As above, we let χ+ be a radial function with compact support in R+ and with








= 〈χ+Ξ+m, f¯〉 ,





−m/2+1 and that z−m/2+1 ∈ L2(|z| < 1, ym dxdyy2 ). The operator ddx =
D+m(X−) is skew symmetric with respect to the inner product. Partial integration











(||f ||L2 + ||D+m(X+)f ||L2
)
. 
Remark 2.1. The paper [2] studies related estimates in the discrete series from a
diﬀerent point of view.
3. Patterson–Sullivan distributions and microlocal lifts
3.1. Patterson–Sullivan distributions
Let us ﬁrst recall Helgason’s fundamental result about eigenfunctions of the Lapla-
cian on D. In the following theorem, φ is any solution of φ = −λφ (λ = 1/4+ r2
where λ, r ∈ C). The function φ, deﬁned on D, is not necessarily automor-
phic. One says that φ has exponential growth if there exists C > 0 such that
|φ(z)| ≤ CeCdD(0,z) for all z.
Theorem 3.1 ([15], Theorems 4.3 and 4.29; see also [16]). Let φir be an eigenfunc-
tion with exponential growth, for the eigenvalue λ = 1/4 + r2 ∈ C. Then there







for all z ∈ D. The distribution is unique if 1/2 + ir = 0,−1,−2, . . . .
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The theorem extends the classical representation theorem for bounded har-
monic functions to the case of arbitrary eigenvalues. Note that the kernel
e(1/2+ir)〈z,b〉 that appears in the representation theorem for eigenfunctions for the
eigenvalue λr is the generalized Poisson kernel, P
(1/2+ir)
D (z, b). The distribution
Tir,φir is called the boundary value of φir and may be obtained from φir in several












Φr,n(z)bn , b ∈ B . (3.2)






A second way is that, at least when (ir) > 0, the boundary value is given by the





2+ir)d(0,z)φir(z) = c(ir)Tir,φir ,
where c is the Harish–Chandra c-function and d(0, z) is the hyperbolic distance.
We note that λr = s(1 − s) corresponds to both s = 1/2 + ir and 1 − s =
1/2−ir. Except when ir = 0, the two choices of s give a distinct boundary value and
Poisson representation formula. This explains why the notation Tir,φir for bound-
ary values includes both ir and φir . The irreducible representations corresponding
to the pair of parameters are equivalent, and the intertwining operator between
them intertwines the two boundary values [40]. The map taking one boundary
value to the other may also be viewed as a scattering operator (cf. [1]). In Theo-
rem 1.3, the Patterson–Sullivan residue corresponding to e(ir) ≥ 0 is constructed
from the boundary value with e(ir) ≥ 0, while the residue with e(ir) < 0 cor-
responds to the other boundary value. Since the boundary values are essentially
equivalent, we generally assume for simplicity of exposition that e(ir) ≥ 0.
For a ﬁxed orthonormal basis {φirj} we denote Tirj,φirj with e(irj) > 0
more simply by Tirj . As observed in [50], when φirj is a Γ-invariant eigenfunction,
the boundary values Tirj (db) have the following invariance property:
φirj (γz) = φirj (z) =⇒ e(
1
2+irj)〈γz,γb〉Tirj (dγb) = e(
1
2+irj)〈z,b〉Tirj (db)




This follows from the uniqueness of the Helgason representation (3.1) and by the






2+irj)〈z,b〉f(z, b)Tirj(db)dV ol(z) (3.5)
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is Γ-invariant, as well as horocyclic-invariant. Seen as a distribution on the quotient





and it is easily seen (cf. [50]) that φirj ,0 = φirj and that φirj ,n is obtained by
applying the nth normalized raising or lowering operator (Maass operator) to φirj .
More precisely, one applies (E±)n (2.4) and multiplies by the normalizing factor
β2irj ,n =
1
(2irj+1±2n)···(2irj+1±2) . The regularity of these distributions was recently
studied in [8, 9].









This gives a third way of obtaining the boundary values from φirj .
We will only need some crude estimates on the regularity of the distribu-
tions Tirj . Rather than estimating the regularity of Tirj (db) using (3.6), which
would take us too far aﬁeld, we will quote some estimates of Otal [27] which suf-
ﬁce (and indeed are better than necessary) for our applications. Roughly, they
say that Tirj (db) is the derivative of a Ho¨lder continuous function Firj . Since
its zeroth Fourier coeﬃcient is non-zero, Tirj (db) is not literally the derivative
of a periodic function, but it is the derivative of a function Firj on R satisfying
Firj (θ+2π) = Firj (θ)+Cj for all θ ∈ R. We follow Otal in calling such a function
2π-periodic.
For 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 we say that a 2π-periodic function F : R → C is δ-Ho¨lder if
|F (θ)−F (θ′)| ≤ C|θ−θ′|δ. The smallest constant is denoted ||F ||δ and Λδ denotes
the Banach space of δ-Ho¨lder functions, up to additive constants.
Theorem 3.2 ([27] Proposition 4). Suppose that s = 1/2 + ir with s ≥ 0, and
that φ is an eigenfunction of eigenvalue s(1− s) satisfying ||∇φ||∞ <∞. Then its
Helgason boundary value Ts,φ is the derivative of a s-Ho¨lder function.
In our case, the theorem says that Tirj is the derivative of a Ho¨lder function,
of Ho¨lder exponent 1/2 if λj ≥ 1/4. Otal’s proof also shows that the Ho¨lder norm
is bounded by a power of rj . Related results can be found in [5, 7–9,25].
We now introduce a “Patterson–Sullivan” distribution associated to each
automorphic eigenfunction. Recall that we denote by λ0 = 0 < λ1 ≤ · · · the
spectrum of the Laplacian on XΓ (λj = 1/4+r2j ), and by (φirj ) a given orthonormal
basis of eigenfunctions whose boundary values are denoted (Tirj ).
Remark 3.1. We assume that these eigenfunctions are real to obtain time re-
versal invariant distributions. Aside from that, our results are valid for complex
eigenfunctions with slight modiﬁcations. As mentioned above, we also assume for
simplicity that ir > 0. The case ir < is similar.
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Definition 3.1. The Patterson–Sullivan distribution associated to a real eigenfunc-





If φirj is Γ-automorphic, it is easy to check that psirj is invariant under the
diagonal action of Γ:
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that φirj is Γ-invariant, and let Tirj denote its radial





is Γ-invariant and time reversal invariant.








We will also need the following identities (cf. [26] (1.3.2)):
|γ(x)− γ(y)| = |γ′(x)| 12 |γ′(y)| 12 |x− y|
1− |γ(x)|2 = |γ′(x)|(1 − |x|2) .
(3.8)
for every x, y ∈ D ∪B, γ ∈ Γ. Hence for b ∈ B and γ ∈ Γ, we have
|γ(0)− γ(b)|2 = |γ′(b)|(1− |γ(0)|2) . (3.9)
Furthermore,
|γb− γb′|2 = e−[〈γ·0,γ·b〉+〈γ·0,γ·b′〉]|b− b′|2 . (3.10)
Raising (3.10) to the power 1/2 + irj , taking the ratio with (3.7) and simplifying
completes the proof of Γ-invariance.
Time-reversal invariance is invariance under b ⇐⇒ b′, which is obvious from
the formula. 
We now construct from the distribution psirj a geodesic ﬂow invariant dis-
tribution on SD as follows. As reviewed in Section 2, the unit tangent bundle SD
can be identiﬁed with (B × B \ ∆) × R: the set B × B \ ∆ represents the set
of oriented geodesics, and R gives the time parameter along geodesics. We then
deﬁne the Radon transform:











for any f ∈ C(Γ\D), where D is a fundamental domain for Γ in D. In other words,
χ is a smooth replacement for the characteristic function of D.
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Definition 3.2. We say that χ ∈ C∞0 (D) is a smooth fundamental domain cutoﬀ if
∑
γ∈Γ
χ(γz) = 1 .
We then make the basic deﬁnitions:
Definition 3.3. 1. On SD we deﬁne the Patterson–Sullivan distribution PSirj ∈
D′(SD) by:
PSirj (db
′, db, dt) = psirj (db
′, db)|dt|
in the sense that
〈a, PSirj 〉SD =
∫
B×B\∆
(Ra)(b′, b)psirj (db′, db) .
2. On the quotient SXΓ = Γ\SD = Γ\PSU(1, 1), we deﬁne the Patterson–
Sullivan distributions PSirj ∈ D′(SXΓ) by
〈a, PSirj 〉SXΓ = 〈χa, PSirj 〉SD =
∫
B×B\∆
R(χa)(b′, b)psirj (db′, db) ,
where χ is a smooth fundamental domain cutoﬀ.






The following proposition is obvious from the deﬁnition, but important:
Proposition 3.4. PSirj is a geodesic flow invariant and Γ-invariant distribution
on SD = D×B; in the quotient, PSirj is geodesic flow invariant on SXΓ.
The geodesic ﬂow invariance of PSirj on SD is trivial; on the quotient SXΓ
it is also easy, and results from the following principle:
Lemma 3.5. Let T ∈ D′(SD) be a Γ-invariant distribution. Let a be a Γ-invariant
smooth function on SD. Then, for any a1, a2 ∈ D(SD) such that
∑
γ∈Γ ai(γ.(z, b))
= a(z, b) (i = 1, 2) we have
〈a1, T 〉SD = 〈a2, T 〉SD
Proof. Let χ be a function on C∞0 (D × B) such that
∑
γ∈Γ χ(γ.(z, b)) ≡ 1 (in
general, we choose χ to be independent of b). For any such χ we have





























χ(z, b)a(z, b)T (dz, db) . 
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If we look at the expression
〈a, PSirj 〉SD =
∫
|b− b′|−1−2irjR(a)Tirj (db)Tirj (db′) , (3.13)
and apply Otal’s theorem saying that Tirj = F ′irj for some Ho¨lder function Firj ,
we easily derive:
For any a ∈ C∞(SD) we have





















provided the left-hand side is well deﬁned. A priori, the right side may be inﬁnite.
For future reference, we state a suﬃcient condition to obtain a non-trivial
estimate:
Proposition 3.6. Assume that |b−b′|−1−2irjR(a) ∈ C2(B×B). Then 〈a, PSirj 〉SD
is well defined, and






















A simple example where the condition holds is where a ∈ C2c (SD). In that
case, there exist C > 0 and K > 0 such that:
|〈a, PSirj 〉SD| ≤ C(1 + |rj |)K ||a||C2 (3.14)
for all j. If a ∈ C2(SXΓ), |〈a, PSirj 〉SXΓ | ≤ C(1 + |rj |)K ||a||C2 for all j.
3.2. Microlocal lift and Wigner distributions
We now give a precise deﬁnition of the matrix elements 〈Op(a)φirj , φirj 〉 and hence
of the Wigner distributions. When a is a Γ-invariant function on SD, then in the






2+irj)〈z,b〉Tirj (db) . (3.15)










where Op(a) is given by (3.15).
To see that Wirj is a distribution of ﬁnite order, we note that 〈Op(a)φirj ,
φirj 〉L2(XΓ) is bounded by the operator norm of ||Op(a)|| and hence by a Ck norm
of a. In fact, Otal’s regularity theorem shows that it is of order 1 at most.
We further note that Wirj is quantum time reversible in the sense that
〈COp(a)Cφirj , φirj 〉 = 〈COp(a)Cφirj , φirj 〉, where Cf = f¯ is the operator of
complex conjugation. Clearly, COp(a)C = Op(Ca) where Ca(z, b, λ) = a¯(z, b,−λ).
Then C∗Wirj = Wirj .
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Wigner distributions are fundamental in the theory of quantum ergodicity.
Let us recall the basic result:


















where N(λ) is the normalization factor {j : |rj | ≤ λ}.
It follows that a subsequence (Wjk ) of density one of the Wigner distribu-
tions tends to Liouville measure (which equals normalized Haar measure in this
case). The “quantum unique ergodicity” problem is to know whether there exist
exceptional subsequences with other limits. E. Lindenstrauss proved that no such
exceptional sequences exist in the case of Hecke eigenfunctions on arithmetic sur-
faces [19]. In constant curvature −1 but without any arithmeticity assumption,
Anantharaman–Nonnenmacher [3] prove that the entropy of any quantum limit
must be greater that 1/2; although the methods in [3] are rather disjoint from
ours, it is no coincidence that the quantity 1/2 is the same as e(1/2 + irj).
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
4.1. The operator Lr
We begin the proof with a lemma giving the explicit expression of Wirj :



















where cosh sb1,b2(z) is given by (4.2). The right hand side is independent of the
choice of χ.

















We then use the following identity
Lemma 4.2 ([26]). Let z ∈ D, let b1, b2 ∈ B and let sb1,b2(z) denote the hyperbolic
distance from z to the geodesic γb1,b2 defined by (b1, b2). Then
cosh sb1,b2(z) =
2|z − b1||z − b2|
|b1 − b2|(1− |z|2) .
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Raising both sides to the power 1/2 + irj completes the proof. 














]−(1+2ir)|b− b′|−(1+2ir)dV ol(z) . (4.2)
In this paragraph – and later in the paper – we sometimes drop the j-indices of rj ,
indexing the eigenfunctions by r instead.
If we drop the factor 2(1+2ir)|b− b′|−(1+2ir), the right side of (4.2) deﬁnes the








dV ol(z) . (4.3)
We now rewrite the integral in terms of coordinates z = (t, u) based on the geodesic
γb′,b, after which we can relate Lr with the operator in (1.6).
Given a geodesic γb′,b, we work with special coordinates on D or H, adapted
to γb′,b as follows. We write z = (t, u) where t measures arclength on γb′,b and
u measures arclength on horocycles centered at b. More precisely, we denote by
g(b′, b) the vector on γb′,b which is closest to the origin, and the coordinates (t, u)
parametrizing z are deﬁned by (z, b) = g(b′, b)atnu. For any given (b′, b), the
volume element of z is dV ol = dtdu. The computation is most easily checked
in the upper half plane, with b = ∞, b′ = 0 and g(b′, b) = e = (i,∞). Then
atnui = et(i + u). The area form is dxdyy2 . Setting y = e
t, x = uet shows that the









We further simplify as follows:











Proof. We recall that sb′,b(t, u) is the distance from the basepoint of gatnu to the
geodesic generated by g in the hyperbolic plane H = G/K. That distance depends
only on u and has the value cosh sb′,b(t, u) =
√
1 + u2. 
Next, we further rewrite the operator Lr in terms of the operator Lr in (1.6):
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Integrating against dpsir and using the formula in Deﬁnition 3.3 completes
the proof. 
The next step is to apply the stationary phase method to Lr(χa). The sta-
tionary phase set of (4.4) is the geodesic γb′,b from b′ to b or equivalently it is
the set u = 0 in the integral deﬁning Lr(χa). Since
(
log(1 + u2)′′
) |u=0 = 2, the









where L2n is a diﬀerential operator of order 2n on SD: L0 is the identity, the
other L2n are diﬀerential operators in the stable direction, that is, in the direc-
tion nu generated by the vector ﬁeld X+.
If we now integrate (4.5) with respect to PSir, and compare with Lemma 4.4,

















Because the distribution on the left-hand side, e(1/2+ir)〈z,b〉e(1/2+ir)〈z,b
′〉
dV ol(z)Tir(db)Tir(db′), is Γ-invariant (as a distribution in the triple (b, b′, z)), each










deﬁnes a distribution on Γ\G, and the deﬁnition does not depend on the choice
of χ. The ﬁrst term (n = 0) is precisely the Patterson–Sullivan distribution PSir
as deﬁned in the quotient SXΓ.
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4.2. Completion of Proof of Theorem 1.1
We now turn to the relation between Wir and PSir. It follows from the stationary














where K was deﬁned in 3.14. If we choose N > K then the remainder term goes





−nL2n can be inverted up







































The second line is a consequence of Lemma 3.5. Since we know, from standard
estimates on pseudo-diﬀerential operators, that the Wigner measures are uniformly
bounded in (Ck)∗ for some k, we have
∫
SXΓ
M (N)rj a(g)Wirj (dg) =
∫
SXΓ















The left side must be asymptotically the same as 〈a, P̂Sirj 〉 since the leading
coeﬃcients must match when a = 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 4.1. One can directly show that the coeﬃcient on the left side is asymptot-
ically the same as the normalizing factor 2(1+2irj)µ0(1/2+ irj) by using properties
of the Γ function. It suﬃces to show
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The agreement is not surprising, since the last evaluation can be obtained by
applying the stationary phase method as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the integral∫
R(1 + u
2)−(1/2+ir)du.
5. Integral operators and eigenfunctions
In this section, we give further results on the operators Lr (1.6) and IPSir (1.8)
which will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.3. With no extra work, we treat





where σ ∈ C∞(Γ\G) is an automorphic form and where µ is an invariant distri-
bution for the geodesic ﬂow on Γ\G. In addition to µ = PSir the case where µ
is a periodic orbit measure is also important in this article. In this case, we write




γ anu)da. Here, αγ ∈ G is an element conju-
gating γ ∈ Γ to an element of A. This expression arose in the trace formulae of [49]
and will arise in Section 9. The similarity of these two kinds of integral operators
may be seen as one of the deus ex machina behind Theorem 1.3.
5.1. The integral operator Iµ
We can view Iµ as an integral operator from C∞(Γ\G) → C∞(N)  C∞(R). The
following lemma shows that when σ is a joint eigenfunction of the Casimir operator
and of W , then Iµ(σ) solves an ordinary diﬀerential equation in u. When σ is a













f = 0 (5.2)











the odd solution whose derivative equals 1 at u = 0. In the
holomorphic discrete series, and when σ is the lowest weight vector, the analogous











A basis for its solutions is given by f(u) = (−i)−m/2(u+ i)−m/2. There are similar
equations for higher weights and for the anti-holomorphic discrete series, but for
simplicity we only discuss the lowest weight case.
Proposition 5.1. Let µ be a geodesic flow invariant distribution on Γ\G.
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• Let σ be a (τ,m)-eigenfunction in the principal or complementary series.
Then Iµ(σ)(u) is a solution of (5.2). Hence,











where F,G are the fundamental solutions of (5.2) defined in [49] (2.3) (see
(5.7) for formulae in terms of hypergeometric functions).
• Let σ be a (τ,m)-eigenfunction in the discrete holomorphic or anti-
holomorphic series. For simplicity, assume σ = ψm (the lowest weight vector
in D+m). Then:
Iµ(σ)(u) = 〈σ, µ〉Γ\G (−i)−m/2(u + i)−m/2 .
Proof. In the case of Iµ = Iγ , the proof is given in [49], Proposition 2.3 and Corol-
lary 2.4. We brieﬂy verify that the same proof works for any invariant distribution.
First assume σ is a (τ,m)-eigenfunction in the continuous series. Since 4Ω =

















(H2 − 2H)σ)(gnu)µ(dg) .
(5.4)
We write Hσ(g) as 2 ddt t=0σ(gat). Using that nuat = atnue−t and that µ is an A-
invariant distribution, we ﬁnd that
∫
Hσ(gat)µ(dg) = −2u dduIµ(σ)(u). A similar
calculation replaces H2 by the square of this operator. The ﬁnal equation is as
stated above. We then evaluate Iµ(σ) and its ﬁrst derivative at u = 0 to obtain
the expression in terms of F,G.
In the discrete holomorphic series, we use that E−σ = 0 to get 2iX+σ =





In Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and elsewhere, we will need explicit formulae for the integrals
∫
R
(1 + u2)−sIµ(σ)(u)du (5.5)
We assemble the results here for future reference.
In view of Proposition 5.1, we need explicit formulae for the integral of (1 +










, and (−i)−m/2(u + i)−m/2.
In fact, by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, it will suﬃce for Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
to have explicit formulae just for Fτ,0 and (−i)−m/2(u + i)−m/2.
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−m/2(u2 + 1)sdu , ;
(5.6)
It is clear that the integrals deﬁning µ0(s) and µdm(s) converge absolutely for
e s > 1/2 and e(2s−m/2) < −1, respectively. We now show:
Proposition 5.2. The integral defining µcirk(s) converges absolutely for −2es −




(|u|+ 1)−2es−1/2+e(irk) du ,
for some constant C (independent of s, rk).
Proof. Indeed, as in [49] (Proposition 2.7), the diﬀerential equation (5.2) is equiva-




















= (−2iu)F (34 + 2irk4 , 34 − 2irk4 , 32 ,−u2) .
. (5.7)
Classical estimates on hypergeometric functions (see also [49], p. 50) show that
there exists C > 0 (independent of rk) such that












4 − 2irk4 , 32 ,−u2)
∣
∣
≤ C (1 + |u|)−1/2+eirk , (5.8)
These estimates follow immediately from the connection formulae for hypergeo-
metric functions:
F (a, b, c, z) =
Γ(c)Γ(b − a)
Γ(b)Γ(c− a) (−z)




−bF (b, 1 + b− c, 1 + b− a; z−1) .
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The asymptotics (2.10) of the Γ function on vertical lines shows that the ratios of Γ
functions are uniformly bounded in rk. The decay rate |u|−(1/2−irk) is suﬃcient
for the absolute convergence of the integral in (5.6) as long as (1/2 − irk) > 0,
i.e., if irk is not the parameter of the trivial representation. 
Although we will not need them, we note that the estimates for G are similar.
Each of the above functions admits a meromorphic continuation to C. Since we will
not need the results for general µcτ,m(s), µcoddτ,m (s) we omit them in the following.







Γ( 12 )Γ(s− 12 )
Γ(s)
(e s > 12
)
µcirk(s) =





Γ(s)2 (e s > 0)
µdm(s) =
(−i)m/2π22s+2−m/2Γ(−2s+ m2 )
−(2s+1−m2 )Γ(−s)Γ(−s+ m2 )
((2s− m2 ) < −1
)
.
The proof is given in [49] (see pages 50–52).
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2






















where PSirj is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.3 as a distribution on SD or on the quotient
SXΓ, and where fu(g) = f(gnu). Note that 〈σu, PSir〉SXΓ = IPSir (σ)(u) in the
notation of Section 5. It takes some work to prove that each integral is well-deﬁned.
In Lemma 6.1 it is proved that the two integrals are well-deﬁned and equal for
σ ∈ C∞(Γ\G).
Theorem 1.1 equates the Wigner distribution with the distribution σ →
〈Lrj (χσ), PSirj 〉SD for σ ∈ C∞(Γ\G). In Proposition 6.4 we show that this func-
tional also equals Ir(σ) = IΓr (σ). The explicit formulae for the Wigner distributions
in terms of the Patterson–Sullivan distributions follow from the identiﬁcation with
IΓr (σ), which can be explicitly evaluated using the results of Section 5.
6.1. Convergence and equality of the integrals
In the following, we recall that e(irk) = 0 in the unitary principal series but is
positive in the complementary series.
Proposition 6.1. We have:
1. If Pir is in the unitary principal series and σ ∈ C∞(Γ\G) is orthogonal to
constant functions, then the integral IΓr (σ) converges absolutely.
2. Under the same assumptions we have Ir(σ) = IΓr (σ).
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converges absolutely. We make no attempt at a sharp estimate but only one suﬃ-
cient for the purposes of this paper.
Lemma 6.2. Let PSir be the Patterson–Sullivan distribution corresponding to φr.
Then:
{
(i) IPSirj (φirk)(u) ≤ C (1 + |rk|)4(1 + |rj |)K(1 + |u|)−1/2+(irj) ;
(ii) IPSirj (ψm) ≤ C (1 + |m|)4(1 + |rj |)K(1 + |u|)−m/2 ,
where K is the same as in (3.14).
Proof. (i) By Propositions 5.1 and 2.3,














By (3.14), there exists K so that
|〈φirk , PSirj 〉| ≤ C(1 + |rj |)K(1 + |rk|)4 .
Here, we used a crude estimate ||φirk ||C2 ≤ C(1 + |rk|)4 (in fact, r3k/ log rk is
true, but it is not necessary for our argument). We combine with the estimates
in Proposition 5.2 (cf. 5.9) on the hypergeometric factor to obtain the estimate
stated in (i).










(u + i)−m/2 .
(6.4)
To complete the proof we note that |(u + i)−m/2| ≤ C(1 + |u|)−m/2 and that (by
(3.14)),
|〈ψm, PSirj 〉| ≤ C(1 + |rj |)K(1 + |m|)4 . 
Given a co-compact discrete group Γ ⊂ SL(2,R) we denote by τ0 = e(ir0)
the real part of the Casimir parameter corresponding to the lowest non-zero eigen-
value of , i.e., the complementary series representation closest to the trivial
representation.
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Lemma 6.3. If σ ∈ C∞(Γ\G) has no component in the trivial representation, we
have:
IPSir (σ)(u) ≤ C(1 + |r|)K(1 + |u|)−1/2+τ0 .












IPSir (ψm)(u) . (6.5)
It follows by Lemma 6.2 that



















































∣ ≤ ||X−D±m(σ)||L2 .

























σir,mφir,m , with |σir,m| ≤ CM (1 + |rj |+ |m|)−M ,
hence
||X−Pirj (σ)||L2 ≤ CM
∑
m
(1 + |rj |+ |m|)−M (1 + |rj |+ |m|) ,










(1 + |m|+ |n|)−M (1 + |m|+ |n|) .
By (6.7) and Lemma (6.2), the sum (6.5) converges absolutely and the decay
estimates in u sum up to the stated rate. 
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∣ (1 + |u|)−1/2+τ0du .
(6.8)
Since Pir is in the unitary principal series, e(ir) = 0 and so |(1+ u2)−(1/2+ir)| =
(1+u2)−
1
2 and since −1/2+τ0 < 0 it follows that the last integral in (6.8) converges
absolutely.
We now move on to the assertion (2) of Proposition 6.1.







Indeed, χ(g) and χu(g) := χ(gnu) are both smooth fundamental cutoﬀs, so both





6.2. Continuity of PSir
As mentioned above, the Wigner distribution equals the functional σ → 〈Lrj (χσ),
PSirj 〉SD. To prove that this also equals Ir(σ) = IΓr (σ) we need the following
continuity result for the functional PSir.
















where fu(g) = f(gnu).






















We ﬁrst note that for all u,R(χσ)u ∈ C∞c (B×B\∆) since (χσ)u ∈ C∞c (SD).
It follows that psir(R(σχ)u) is well-deﬁned and smooth in u.




























B×B du . (6.11)
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We must again check that both sides of (6.10) are well-deﬁned. Clearly,R(Lr(χσ))
is well-deﬁned because χ has compact support. The problem is to prove that the
left-hand side is well-deﬁned, since that psir is only known to be a bounded linear






2+ir)R(σχ)u(b, b′)du ∈ |b− b′|1+2irC2(B ×B) .













2+ir)〈z,b′〉dV ol(z) , (6.12)







2+ir)〈z,b′〉dV ol(z) ∈ C∞(B ×B) . (6.13)
This is clear due to the compact support of χσ in z, which is independent of (b, b′).























, Tir ⊗ Tir
〉
B×B
dV ol(z) . (6.14)
I.e. we need to check that we can pass Tir ⊗ Tir under the dV ol(z) integral sign.
By Otal’s regularity theorem (see Theorem 3.2), Tir(db) = F ′ir(b)db where Fir
is a continuous 2π periodic function in the sense that Fir(θ + 2π) − Fir(θ) = Cr .












Applying this in each of the (b, b′) variables to the pairing on B × B in (6.14)
produces four terms of which three involve the boundary term (Fir(2π)− Fir(0))
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Fubini’s theorem applies in a similar way to the other terms. We then transfer
the b derivatives back to Tir and obtain (6.14). 
As a corollary of Proposition 6.1, we obtain the following explicit formula:




































All integrals and series converge absolutely.
Proof. In fact, by Lemma 6.3 we may interchange the order of summation in (6.5)



































and obtain the second series. 
6.3. Completion of Proof of Theorem 1.2
To complete the proof it suﬃces to explicitly evaluate IΓr (σ) for the generating
automorphic forms.
Lemma 6.6. In the special cases when σ = φirk , X+φirk or ψm, we have the explicit
formulae:






2. For σ = X+φirk , 〈Op(X+φirk)φirj , φirj 〉 = 0 for all j.






Here, the expressions µcirk(1/2 + irj), µ
d
m(1/2 + irj) are defined in (5.6).
Proof. The statements (1) and (3) follow from the combination of Proposition 5.1
and Proposition 5.3. The case σ = X+φirk follows from Proposition 2.3 and the
fact that the Patterson–Sullivan distributions are invariant under time-reversal (cf.






















X+φirk (gnu)PSirj (dg) .
But X+φirk(gnu) =
d














2+irj)(2u)IPSirj (φirk)(u)du . (6.17)
By Proposition 5.1 with m = 0, and the weight zero calculation in (5.7), we see
that the even F term makes no contribution to (6.17) since it is the integral of an
odd function times an even function. Hence, only the odd G term contributes and
we see that 〈Op(X+φirk)φirj , φirj 〉 is a constant multiple of 〈X+φirk , PSirj 〉. But
this vanishes since X+φirk is odd under time reversal while PSirj is even. 
We note that these explicit formula give a new proof of Theorem 1.1:
Corollary 6.7. When σ is a joint (Ω,W )-eigenfunction, we find again that
〈Op(σ)φir , φir〉 is asymptotically the same as r−1/2〈σ, PSir〉SXΓ .
Proof. By deﬁnition, Fτ,m(1/2) = 1 whereas Gτ,m(1/2) = 0, G′(1/2) = −2i. The


















du ∼ r−3/2 .
Here, we use the estimates in (5.8), which can be generalized in all weights. 
7. Dynamical zeta-functions: Thermodynamic formalism
In this part,we prove Theorem 1.3 for Z2, showing that it has a meromorphic
continuation to C, identifying the poles in the strip 0 < e(s) < 1 and the
residues. We use the thermodynamic formalism introduced by Ruelle [34] to study
the “resonances” of the geodesic ﬂow.
Let us make a short digression to describe certain aspects of Ruelle’s work [34].








(t ≥ 0), in the very general context of an Axiom A ﬂow (gt) (for instance, when ω
is the measure of maximal entropy). He showed, for smooth enough functions F
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and G, that the Fourier transform ρˆF,G has a meromorphic extension to a half-
plane of the form {e(s) > h − ε}, strictly beyond its half-plane of absolute
convergence {e s > h} (where h represents, in a general context, the topological
entropy). He used the so-called “thermodynamic formalism” and showed that the
poles of ρˆ(s) occurred precisely for certain values s, linked with the existence of
distributions obeying speciﬁc transformation rules.
In the case of the geodesic ﬂow on a compact surface of constant curvature−1,
and for C1 functions F,G on Γ\G, the Fourier transform ρˆ is an analytic function
in the half-plane {s,es > 1} and has a meromorphic extension to {es > 0}
with poles at values of s = 1/2 + ir for which there exists a distribution eir on
SXΓ satisfying:
• gt.eir = e−(1/2+ir)teir
• eir is invariant under the stable horocycle ﬂow.










where Tir is the boundary values of an eigenfunction φir of of eigenvalue 1/4+r2
(see equation (3.5), and [50] ) Hence the poles of ρˆ, i.e., the Ruelle resonances, occur
at sn = 1/2+ irn. If the eigenvalue is simple, the residue of ρˆa,b at sn is given, up
to multiplicative normalization, by
Rrn(F,G) =
(∫












Op(G ◦ ι)φirndV ol(z)
)
= 〈F, eirn〉SXΓ 〈G ◦ ι, eirn〉SXΓ ,
where ι denotes time reversal. To see this, we observe that the residue Rrn(F,G)
is bilinear in F and G, and its deﬁnition implies that it satisﬁes the identities
Rrn(F ◦ gt, G) = Rrn(F,G ◦ g−t) = e−(1/2+irn)tRrn(F,G) ,
and
Rrn(F ◦ hu+, G) = Rrn(F,G ◦ hu−) = Rrn(F,G) ,
where hu+ denotes the stable horocyclic ﬂow and h
u
− the unstable one. It follows
that it must equal 〈F, eirn〉SXΓ 〈G ◦ ι, eirn〉SXΓ if the eigenvalue 1/4 + r2n is sim-
ple. If the eigenvalue is not simple, the expression becomes more complicated, as
one has to form a linear combination of the functionals associated to the various
eigenfunctions.
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In the same spirit, we now prove Theorem 1.3 concerning the meromorphic
continuation of Z2. We use the methods developed by Rugh [35,36] in real-analytic
situations.
Remark 7.1. Although the poles of Z2 will turn out to be the same as those
of ρˆ (the Ruelle resonances), the residues cannot be the same: the residues of Z2
must deﬁne geodesic ﬂow invariant distributions, whereas the residues of ρˆ deﬁne
horocyclic invariant distributions as explained above.
7.1. Markovian coding of the boundary
The proof given here relates the function Z2 to the determinant of certain oper-
ators, called transfer operators. To deﬁne them, we need to recall from [42] the
construction of Markov sections, using the Bowen-Series coding of the action of Γ
on the boundary B. Series used this construction to study Poincare´ series. We
apply it to the somewhat diﬀerent objects Z2. For this application, we need some
further discussion of Markov coding which we could not ﬁnd in the literature.
If we want to study the action of Γ on the boundary, and the existence of
conformally invariant distributions – by this, we mean the property 3.4 – it is
enough to consider a set of generators of Γ. In fact, it is even enough to work
with a single, well chosen transformation of the boundary: roughly speaking, this
transformation F (r) will be deﬁned by cutting the boundary B into a ﬁnite number
of closed intervals Ji, and will act on each Ji by the action of one of the chosen
generators of Γ.
We will require the map F (r) : J = unionsqJi −→ J to have the following proper-
ties:
(i) F (r) is analytic, expanding (or at least, some power of F (r) is expanding).
(ii) The Jis form a Markov partition for F (r). This means that F (r) sends the
boundary of J to itself.
(iii) The natural map J = unionsqJi −→ B gives a bijection between periodic points of
F (r) and points at inﬁnity of closed geodesics, except for the closed geodesics
ending on the boundary of an interval Ji, that have exactly two preim-
ages. If F (r)
n
x = x, and γ is the closed geodesic corresponding to x, then
|(F (r)n)′x| = eLγ .
We recall brieﬂy the construction of F (r) proposed by Series [42], when Γ
is cocompact: she chooses a symmetric generating set for Γ, called Γ0. She then
deﬁnes a notion of “admissible representation” of an element g ∈ Γ as a word
g = g1 . . . gn with gj ∈ Γ0, such that
– an admissible word is a shortest representation of g in the alphabet Γ0.
– every g ∈ Γ0 has a unique admissible representation.
Without going into details, admissible words are shortest word-
representations; and besides, whenever there is a choice of several such repre-
sentations, one chooses the one that “turns the furthest possible to the right” in
the Cayley graph of Γ with respect to Γ0 (seen as a subset of the hyperbolic plane).
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Let us denote Σ(r)f the set of ﬁnite admissible words; the notation is borrowed
from [42] but we are adding an r to specify that we are choosing representations
that turn the most possible right in the Cayley graph – the same convention Series
used in her paper. Replacing “right” by “left” one would obtain another notion of





. Now deﬁne Σ(r), the set of inﬁnite right-admissible words, as
Σ(r) =
{
(gj) ∈ ΓZ+0 , gj . . . gj+k ∈ Σ(r)f , ∀j, k ≥ 0
}
.
Series shows in [42] that the map
Σ(r)f −→ H , g1 . . . gn → g1 . . . gn.0 (7.2)
can be extended to a continuous map j(r) : Σ(r) −→ B. She denotes I(r)(gj)
the set of points in B that have a representation by a sequence in Σ(r) starting
with the generator gj. The boundary B is thus divided into a ﬁnite number of
closed intervals, with disjoint interiors. One can deﬁne a map F (r) that acts on
Σ(r) by deleting the ﬁrst symbol and shifting the sequence to the left; seen as
a map on B, it acts as g−1j on each interval I
(r)(gj). Actually, the map F (r) is
deﬁned on I(r) := unionsqI(r)(gj); when working on B one should always remember
that its deﬁnition is ambivalent on boundary points. The partition B = ∪I(r)(gj)
is not exactly a Markov partition for the action of F (r): there is no reason that
boundary points should be sent to boundary points. But, by construction, the
images of these boundary points under iteration of F (r) form a ﬁnite set. Cutting
the intervals I(r)(gj) at these points, one can reﬁne the partition B = ∪I(r)(gj)
into a new ﬁnite partition B = ∪Jj that is now Markov. This way we obtain a
transformation F (r) satisfying all the conditions (i), (ii), (iii). An element of B
may be coded either by a word in Σ(r), as we have already seen, or by an element
of the subshift of ﬁnite type
Λ(r) =
{
(ik)k≥0, F (r)(Jik) ∩ int(Jik+1) = ∅ for all k ≥ 0
}
.
Both codings are bijective except on a countable set (in fact the coding map is at
most 2 to 1).
To make the link with the geodesic ﬂow, we now extend the expanding trans-
formation F (r) to an invertible transformation F of a subset of B × B; in terms














0 , gj−k . . . gj ∈ Σ(r)f ∀j, k < 0
}
.
Formally, elements of Σ(l) are inverses of elements of Σ(l). By the same con-
sideration as before, we have a coding map j(l) : Σ(l) −→ B or equivalently
j(l) : Σ(l) −→ B; we denote I(l)(gj) ⊂ B the interval formed by points whose
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coding in Σ(l) ends with gj . This gives a partition B = ∪I(l)(gj) and a map F(l)
on B, that corresponds to the right-shift on Σ(l). We can reﬁne the partition
B = ∪I(l)(gj) into a Markov partition B = ∪Kj and code the dynamics by a
one-sided subshift of ﬁnite type Λ(l).
Let us now introduce the two-sided subshift Σ,
Σ =
{
(gj) ∈ ΓZ0 , gj . . . gj+k ∈ Σ(r)f , ∀j, k
}
;
Σ is in natural bijection with a subset of Σ(l) × Σ(r), and thus there is a coding
map from Σ to a subset X ⊂ B ×B:
















The shift to the left on Σ gives an invertible transformation F on X ; note,
as above, that F is actually well deﬁned on a subset of unionsqI(l)(gj) × unionsqI(r)(gk) and
is deﬁned ambivalently at certain points of X . If y is in I(r)(gj) then F (x, y) =
(g−1j x, g
−1
j y), or in other words F (x, y) = (G(l)jx, F
(r)y), where G(l)j is the inverse
branch of F(l) taking values in I(l)(gj).
The partition of X into unionsqI(l)(gj)×unionsqI(r)(gk) is not a Markov partition for the
action of F , but X = ∪(Kj×Ji) is Markov. The action of F is then semiconjugate
to the left-shift on the subshift of ﬁnite type
Λ =
{
(mk, nk)k∈Z/F (Kmk × Jnk) ∩ int(Kmk+1 × Jnk+1) = ∅ for all k ∈ Z
}
.
We can identify X ⊂ B ×B with a transversal for the action of the geodesic
ﬂow: we observe that, for each (x, y) in X , the geodesic γx,y contains a unique
vector, denoted vx,y, which is in the stable manifold of a vector based at 0. To
recover the action of the geodesic ﬂow on the whole tangent bundle, one needs to
add a time parameter measuring the time it takes to go from (x, y) to F (x, y).
Because γx,y and γF (x,y) represent the same geodesic in the quotient Γ\G, there
exists τ(x, y) ∈ R such that gτvx,y = vF (x,y). More precisely, the function τ is




J i and can be extended to a continuous
function on unionsqKj×Ji. By construction, the function τ is locally constant on stable
manifolds; i.e., it depends only on the variable y. It is analytic on each rectangle
Kj × Ji. We see τ as a return time from the section X to itself; note however
that τ may change sign: we are not exactly in the usual situation of a “ﬁrst return
time”. Nevertheless, when y is a periodic point of period n of F (r), and γ is the
corresponding closed geodesic, we have
∑n−1
k=0 τ(F
(r)ky) = Lγ > 0.




) ∈ X ×R, t ∈ [0, τ(x)]
}
to the unit tangent bundle, deﬁned by saying that the image of ((x, y), s) is gsvx,y,
the image of vx,y under time s of the geodesic ﬂow. This surjection is not one-to-
one on boundary points; by deﬁnition of τ , ((x, y), τ(y)) has the same image as
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(F (x, y), 0). On Xτ the geodesic ﬂow corresponds the translation of the parame-
ter t.
7.2. Transfer operators
Let us ﬁrst recall brieﬂy how the main results of [35] or [36] read in our context.
We follow very closely the notations of these papers.
Consider two rectangles Ω = K × J and Ω′ = K ′ × J ′ such that F (K ×
J) ∩ int K ′ × J ′ = ∅. This means that there exists an element g in the gen-
erating set Γ0 such that g−1K ⊂ K ′ and gJ ′ ⊂ J . The maps g and g−1 are
Moebius transformations, hence analytic. Obviously, we can ﬁnd complex sim-
ply connected compact neighbourhoods D(K), D(J), D(K ′), D(J ′) ⊂ C with
K ⊂ intD(K), J ⊂ intD(J), K ′ ⊂ intD(K ′), J ′ ⊂ intD(J ′) such that
g−1D(K) ⊂ intD(K ′) and gD(J ′) ⊂ intD(J). In the terminology of [35], we
obtain a real analytic hyperbolic map f between the rectangles Ω and Ω′ (with com-
plex rectangles ΩC = D(K)×D(J), Ω′C = D(K ′)×D(J ′)) by letting f(w1, w2) =
(z1, z2) = (g−1w1, g−1w2). In this context, the maps called φ1s and φ
1
u by Rugh are
very simple, they depend only on one coordinate: φ1s(w1, z2) = gz2, φ1u(w1, z2) =
g−1w1.
Always following [35], we introduce the Banach space UΩ of functions which
are analytic in (C \ D(K)) × D(J) with a continuous extension to the boundary
(endowed with the sup norm); UΩ′ is deﬁned similarly. The transfer operator as-











w2 − g.z2χ(w1, w2) .
In other words, for every function ψ analytic in D(K ′) and continuous on the















The full transfer operator is obtained by considering all possible pairs of rectangles
(Ω,Ω′). Because F (r) is eventually expanding and the inverse branches G(l) are
contracting, it is possible to choose complex discs D(Ki), D(Jj) which are suitable
for all pairs (Ω = Kj×Ji,Ω′ = Kj′×Ji′). The transfer operator acts on U = ⊕UΩ,
and is deﬁned by (Lχ)Ω′ =
∑















for every ψ = (ψKj ) ∈ ⊕jHol(D(Kj)). The sum runs over all k−1, k0 such that
the rectangle Kk−1 × Jk0 contains a point (w1, w2) with F (w1, w2) = (z1, z2). The
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Note that a ﬁxed point Fnw = w corresponds to a closed geodesic represented
by γ ∈ Γ; and |det(DFnw − 1)| = |(γ′w − 1)(γ−1′w − 1)| = |(eLγ − 1)(e−Lγ − 1)| =
4 sinh(Lγ/2)2.
For our purposes we need a variant of Rugh’s transfer operators. Let a be an






if (w1, w2) ∈ X ⊂ B×B. In other words, A is the Radon transform A = R(χa) de-
ﬁned in (3.11), and χ is the cut-oﬀ function χ((w1, w2), s) :=
∑
i,j 1IJi(w2)1IKj (w1)
1I(0,τ(w2))(s). If w = (w1, w2) is a periodic point of period n for F , and if γ is the








We introduce a family of transfer operators Ls,z (s, z ∈ C), acting on the Banach












z1 − g−1k0 w1
(g′k0(z2))
s/2
w2 − gk0 .z2
ezA(w1,w2)χ(w1, w2) .


















for every ψ = (ψKj ) ∈ ⊕jHol(D(Kj)).
The operators Ls,z are bounded on U (they are even nuclear) and depend
analytically on (s, z), as is easily seen in the expression above.
We caution that the notation Ls,z has nothing to do with the operators Lr
used in the previous sections: this should cause no confusion, as this section is
rather disjoint from the others.
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7.3. Determinants and zeta functions
Apart from the introduction of the weight A, our transfer operator also diﬀers
from Rugh’s by the terms g′k0(z2)
(s/2−1) and g−1′k0 (w1)
s/2. All his arguments can
be adapted with obvious modiﬁcations to this situation, and we do not reproduce
them here. In paragraph 4.4 of [35], it is shown that Ls,z is a nuclear (trace class)
operator. One can take the determinant of I − Ls,z:




where the product runs over the spectrum of Ls,z, and m(i) = m
(i)
s,z denotes the
multiplicity of λ(i). The eigenvalues do not necessarily depend analytically on
(s, z), as the multiplicity may vary; the determinant d(s, z), however, is an analytic
function of (s, z):
For given (s0, z0), consider, for every i, a neighbourhood Vi of λ
(i)
s0,z0 , such
that the Vis are all pairwise disjoint. Let P is,z be the spectral projector on Vi for the
operator Ls,z: P is,z depends analytically on (s, z), in a neighbourhood of (s0, z0).
Call Bis,z = Ls,zP
(i)
s,z : these are operators of rank m
(i)
s0,z0 , depending analytically
on (s, z) in a neighbourhood of (s0, z0). By deﬁnition the spectrum of B(i)(s, z) is



















This shows that the determinant d(s, z) is an entire function, and has zeros exactly
when Ls,z has the eigenvalue 1.
Let us introduce the notations τ1(w) = − log g−1′k0 (w1) and τ2(w) = log
g′k0(w2) if w = (w1, w2) ∈ X with w2 ∈ Jk0 . Rugh shows that the following





|det(DFn(w)− 1)| . (7.5)
It follows that
Proposition 7.1.
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In particular, the function
∂zd
d







has poles exactly when 1 is in the spectrum of Ls,0.
Because periodic points of F correspond to closed geodesics, we can ex-
press (7.6) in terms of periodic geodesics. If Fnw = w and γ is the corresponding
closed geodesics, we have SnA(w) =
∫
γ
a, Snτ1(w) = Snτ2(w) = Lγ . Thus, d(s, z)




























A “prime” following a sum or a product means we are summing over primitive
closed orbits. Otherwise, we sum or take the product over all closed geodesics.
The previous formula, however, is not exactly true, because certain periodic
geodesics correspond to several diﬀerent periodic orbits of F ; namely, those going
through the boundary of X (there are a ﬁnite number of them). The precise












.P (s, z) (7.8)
where the correction term is




















the products run over a ﬁnite number of periodic orbits that are counted several
times in the Markov coding. The correction factor on the right is analytic and
non-vanishing in {e s > 0}, thus the zeros of the two functions (7.6) and (7.7)
are the same there.
Remark 7.2. In the half-plane {e s ≤ 0}, the correction factor P (s, z) is more
diﬃcult to analyze because it seems that its singularities could depend on the
choice of the Markov section X . It was, however shown in [36] that the apparent
singularities of (7.7), arising from the identity (7.8), are removable.




ζS(s + n) .P (s, 0) (7.10)
where ζS is the Selberg zeta function. In particular, d(s, 0) has the same singular-
ities as ζS in {e s > 0}.
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We focus our attention in the region {e s > 0}. There, the function ∂zdd (s, 0)










This shows that the singularities of Z2 appear when Ls,0 has 1 as an eigenvalue. In
the next paragraph, we show that this occurs for s = 1/2± irn. Then we identify
the residues.
Remark 7.4. In our conventions, rn ≥ 0 and we have deﬁned the boundary values
Tirn using this choice of sign. For simplicity, we will restrict our attention to
s = sn = 1/2+ irn, but the analysis at s = (1− sn) = 1/2− irn would be similar.
7.3.1. Location of poles of Z2 in the critical strip. For s = sn, one can check
directly that 1 is in the spectrum of Ls,0: the eigenspace is spanned by the func-
tionals
χirn(l) (z1, z2) =
Tirn(dz1)
|z1 − z2|sn , (7.11)
where Tirn are the boundary values of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian ((z1, z2) ∈
X = unionsq(Kj × Ji)). The functionals χirn(l) (z1, z2) are analytic with respect to z2
and are distributions of order 1 with respect to z1: in particular, they belong
to the Banach space U . If ψ = (ψKj ) ∈ ⊕jHol(D(Kj)), it deﬁnes, of course, a
C∞ function on each interval Kj. For χ = χirn(l) , the integral on the right-hand
side of (7.3) is nothing but the pairing between the distribution Lsn,0χ
irn
(l) and
the function ψ. Identity (7.3) can be extended to ψ ∈ ⊕jC∞(Kj) (or even ψ ∈
⊕jC1(Kj), since we know Tirn is of order 1). Integrals should now be understood
as the pairing between distributions and C∞ functions.























for any ψ ∈ ⊕jC∞(Kj). Again, the integrals should be understood as a notation




as in the previous paragraph, by the integral on the contour ∂D(K).
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|z1 − z2|sn ,
which is the desired property.
Remark 7.5. Similarly, the functionals
χirn(r) (z1, z2) =
Tirn(dz2)
|z1 − z2|sn (7.12)
are eigenvectors for the adjoint L∗sn,0.
Conversely, we need to know that 1 is in the spectrum of Ls,0 only if s is one of
the sn; and that the multiplicity of 1 is exactly the multiplicity of sn(1−sn) in the
spectrum of the Laplacian (this means that Lsn,0 has no Jordan block associated
to the eigenvalue 1). We can see no direct way of proving this last fact without
using the relation with the Selberg zeta-function (Remark 7.3). For the latter we
know indeed that the zeros occur when s(1−s) is in the spectrum of the Laplacian,
with the same multiplicity.
7.3.2. The residues. We are interested in the singularities of Z2 in {e s > 0}, or














From the previous paragraph, we know that d(s, 0) = 0 if and only if s = 1/2± irn
(where 1/4+ r2n is an eigenvalue of the Laplacian). For some i, the operator B
(i)
sn,0
has 1 as an eigenvalue, and its multiplicity mi is the same as the multiplicity of
1/4+ r2n in the spectrum of the Laplacian. As in the previous paragraph, we treat
the case of s = sn = 1/2 + irn; the case of s = 1/2− irn would be similar except
for the choice of a diﬀerent convention in the deﬁnition of boundary values. We
will see that the singularity of the function (7.13) at s = sn is a pole; the residue












Theorem 1.3 will then follow directly from:


















Proof. If 1/4 + r2n is an eigenvalue of the Laplacian of multiplicity m, we know
that 1 is an eigenvalue of Lsn,0 of multiplicity m. We also know – and this is rather
important – that the eigenvalue 1 corresponds to a diagonal block for Lsn,0.
Let V ⊂ C be a neighbourhood of 1 that does not meet the rest of the
spectrum of Lsn,0. Let Ps,z be the spectral projector on V for the operator Ls,z. As
before, denote Ls,zPs,z = Bs,z . Because we have a diagonal block, Bsn,0 = Psn,0.




it has 1 as an eigenvalue with multiplicity mi = m.
In the tensor product H∧m, the projector P∧msn,0 is of rank 1. Let Vsn,0 ∈ H∧m
be the associated eigenvector; it also belongs to Ker(I − Lsn,0)∧m. By pertur-
bation theory, we can ﬁnd a family Vs,z, depending analytically on (s, z) in a
neighbourhood of (sn, 0), such that P∧ms,z Vs,z = Vs,z .
We have
(I − Ls,z)∧mVs,z = λs,zVs,z (7.14)
with λs,z = det(I −Bs,z).
Similarly there is a family Ts,z in the dual H∗∧m, depending analytically on
the parameters, such that
(I − L∗s,z)∧mTs,z = λs,zTs,z (7.15)
Diﬀerentiating (7.14) once with respect to the parameters, and applying Tsn,0,
we get












Because (I − L∗sn,0)∧mTsn,0 = λsn,0Tsn,0, the second term on each side of (7.16)







This last term vanishes if m > 1, and thus we see that ∂λsn,0 = 0. Iterating this
procedure, we see that any derivative of order < m of λs,z vanishes at (sn, 0).
This proves, in particular, that the singularity of the function (7.13) at sn is
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Iteration of this procedure (diﬀerentiate (7.14), then apply Tsn,0) gives after
m steps:











(∂sL)∧k ∧ ∂zL ∧ (∂sL)∧m−1−kVsn,0, Tsn,0
〉
(7.18)
The terms where L is not been diﬀerentiated disappear, because 1−L∗sn,0 vanishes
on Tsn,0. Similarly,




We note that ∂zL = L ◦MA (where MA denotes multiplication by A) and




s λsn,0 = (−1)m(m− 1)!
m−1∑
k=0
〈M∧kτ ∧MA ∧M∧m−1−kτ Vsn,0, Tsn,0〉
and
∂ms λsn,0 = (−1)mm!〈M∧mτ Vsn,0, Tsn,0〉 .
Now, we can choose to write Tsn,0 as
Tsn,0 = ∧rj=rnχirj(l)
and Vsn,0 as
Vsn,0 = ∧rj=rnχirj(r) ,
where χirj(l) , χ
irj
(r) are associated to Tirj by the formulae (7.11), (7.12).

















|z1 − z2|2sn = µ0(sn)
−1〈φirj , φirk 〉 ,
by the formulae of Part 5 (which could as well be applied for two diﬀerent eigen-
functions of the same eigenvalue). Because the basis (φirj ) is orthonormal, this


















|z1 − z2|2sn ,
and if j = k this is exactly the Patterson–Sullivan distribution applied to a.
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(Ra)(z1, z2)Tirj (dz1)Tirj (dz2)|z1−z2|2sn
∫
(R1)(z1, z2)Tirj (dz1)Tirj (dz2)|z1−z2|2sn
which is what we expected in terms of Patteron-Sullivan distributions. 
8. Classical Selberg trace formalism
We now begin the Selberg trace formalism proof of Theorem 1.3 (ii). To prepare
for the proof, we review the standard theory of the Selberg zeta function and trace
formula and then give a non-standard proof which will be generalized in the next
section.
As above, we denote by {φirk} an orthonormal basis of -eigenfunctions on
Γ\G/K, with associated eigenvalues λk = sk(1 − sk) with sk = 1/2 + irk. In
particular the trivial eigenvalue λ0 = 0 corresponds to s0 = 0, 1 and r0 = ±i/2.
8.1. Standard Selberg zeta function
We now review the analytic continuation and polar analysis of the Selberg zeta
function. We refer to [46] for background.
The Selberg zeta function is deﬁned by
Z(s) = Π{P}Π∞k=0
(
1−N(P )−s−k) , e s > 1
where {P} runs over conjugacy classes of primitive hyperbolic elements and where
N(P ) = eLP where LP is the length of the corresponding geodesic.
The logarithmic derivative of the Selberg zeta function 1s−1/2
Z′
Z (s) is deﬁned
for e s > 1 by the formula (see [46], (5.1.5))










In this formula, we sum over all closed orbits γ of the geodesic ﬂow and Lγ is the
(positive) length of γ.
Theorem 8.1. Z
′(s)
Z(s) admits a meromorphic continuation to C with poles at the
points s = sn together with the ‘trivial poles’ at s = −k, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Proof. We review a few features of the standard proof to draw attention to some
important technical issues which might be confusing for the more general versions
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See for instance [46], (5.1.5).
To analytically continue the formula, one applies the Selberg trace formula
















The Fourier transform of h(1/4 + r2; s; a) is
g(u; s; a) =
1
2s− 1e
−(s− 12 )|u| − 1
2a− 1e
−(a− 12 )|u| .
We note that the rate of decay of h(14 + r
2; s; a) as r →∞ reﬂects the singularity
of |u| at u = 0. In the case of a smooth compact quotient, the result is (see [46]





































We note that the eigenvalue series on the right side would diverge if we only
used the formula for Z
′(s)
Z(s) , but it converges (away from poles) if we subtract
Z′(a)
Z(a)
or take one derivative.
These formulae give a meromorphic continuation of Z
′(s)
Z(s) to C and show that
the poles occur at values of s for which there exists an eigenvalue λn satisfying
λn = s(1− s), or at negative integers.
8.2. Convolution operator approach
As sketched above, the Selberg trace formula involves a Fourier transform duality.
We will need a more group theoretic approach for the generalizations in the next
section, namely the approach in [12] to the Selberg trace formula as a formula for
the trace of the convolution operator corresponding to a K-bi-invariant function χ.
We denote by S0,0(G) the continuous functions satisfying χ(k1gk2) = φ(g)





where Rgf(x) = f(xg). There exists a unique (up to scalars) eigenfunction Ψs of Ω






Its range is the subspace of the Paley–Wiener space
PW (C) =
{
f ∈ O(C) : ∃k ∀N > 0 : |f(x + iy)| ≤ Cek|x|(1 + |y|)−N
}
(8.2)
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with a certain symmetry which we will not need to recall here (see [49], p. 31).
Here, O(C) denotes the holomorphic functions on C.








where we identify f(a) as a function of the top diagonal entry of a. Note the
non-standard sign of the exponent, which is chosen to be consistent with [19, 49].
The basic Selberg trace formula for a smooth compact quotient (in the form
stated in [12]) states that
∑
rk





χ(g−1γg)dg , χ ∈ S0,0 (8.3)
where the sum runs over the principal and complementary series representations
(counted with multiplicity), where Gγ is the centralizer of γ in G (similarly for Γ)
For γ = e, Γγ\Gγ is a closed geodesic.
The orbital integral on the right side of (8.3) may be expressed in terms of
the so-called Harish–Chandra transform as follows: If χ ∈ S00, there exists χD on
D = G/K such that χ(g) = χD(g ·0) where χD(reiθ) = χD(r). In the proof of [49],








, with ω = a+a
−1
a−a−1 . With
some routine manipulation ([49], pages 55–56), we get















|aγ − a−1γ |
Hχ(aγ) , (8.5)
where V ol(Γγ\Gγ) is the length of the closed geodesic. We further have Sχ =
MHχ, so we ﬁnally obtain
∑
rk















In generalizations to non-constant automorphic forms, we begin with (8.7) and
then relate it (and its generalizations (9.5) to non-constant automorphic forms) to
the usual zeta functions Z(s;σ).
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9. Dynamical zeta functions and Selberg trace formalism









e−(s−1/2)|Lγ | , (e s > 1) . (9.1)
Theorem 9.1. For each automorphic form σ = φirk , X+φirk , ψm, Z(s;σ) is ab-
solutely convergent in e s > 1 and admits a meromorphic continuation to C.
Except for the trivial representation σ ≡ 1, the only poles in e s > 0 occur at
values s = 1/2 + ir for which 1/4 + r2 is an eigenvalue of , and the residue is
given by











This proves a special case of Theorem 1.3 in which the function a has com-
ponents in a ﬁnite number of irreducible representations. We brieﬂy sketch the
extension to analytic symbols in the ﬁnal section.
The proofs are based on a generalized Selberg trace formula introduced in [49]
for the traces TrσRχ on L2(Γ\G) of the composition of Rχ with multiplication
by σ. Here, σ is a Casimir eigenfunction of weight m and Rχ is a convolution
operator with kernel χ ∈ Sm,n(G), where Sm,n denotes the functions χ(g) on G
satisfying χ(kψgkθ) == eimψeinθχ(g), where kθ = expθW ∈ K. The eigenspaces
of Ω on Sm,n(G) are one-dimensional, spanned by the spherical function Φm,n,s of
Ω-eigenvalue s(1− s). We will only be considering the case n = 0, and denote the
associated normalized spherical function by Φm,s. Our normalization follows [15,





Its range is the subspace of the Paley–Wiener space (8.2) with a symmetry de-
pending on m which we will not need to recall here (see [49], p.31).
We will also need a variety of Harish–Chandra transforms which depend on
the weight m and also on the type of representation Pir,D+m. There is a canonical
one, deﬁned as follows: Let χ ∈ Sm,0 and let (see [49] page 57 for (i) and page 49
for (ii)):















Here, if χ ∈ Sm,0 then there exists χD on D = G/K such that χ(g) = χD(g · 0)
where χD(reiθ) = ei
m
2 θχD(r). In the proof of [49], Proposition 2.6, it is shown that
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with
eiθ(a,u) =
(u + i)(u2 + ω2)1/2
(u + iω)(u2 + 1)1/2
, where ω =
a + a−1
a− a−1 , v = ω
−2 . (9.3)
With some routine manipulation (see [49], pages 55–56), we get
















From the Selberg trace formalism viewpoint, it turns out to be most natural
to work ﬁrst with auxiliary dynamical zeta-functions R(s;σ) that do not seem to










m/2 (coshLγ/2)−2(s−1/2) . (9.5)
We then express Z(s;σ) in terms of R(s;σ) to obtain results on the analytic
continuation of the latter. This somewhat circuitous route comes about because
the trace formula is on the ‘quantum level’ and therefore does not quite produce
the ‘classical’ zeta-function.
9.1. Forms of weight 0 in Pir
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3 for the case σ = φirk .










Theorem 9.2. R(s;φirk ) admits a meromorphic continuation to C with poles at
s = 1/2 + ir − k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where 1/4 + r2 is an eigenvalue of , and with










〈φirk , PSrj〉 .
Proof. We assume throughout that φirk ⊥ 1, so that the identity term on the∑
γ∈Γ side of the trace formula vanishes and so that the trivial representation
term with r = i/2 also vanishes. After the proof, we remark on the case φirk ≡ 1.















where H0 is deﬁned by (9.2)–(9.4), and where (see [49] page 57 for (i) and page 49
for (ii)):
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Here, a = eL/2 and Firk,0(
u−i
−2i ) is deﬁned in (5.7). We note that the identity term
on the right side vanishes by orthogonality.
Remark 9.1. (i) We note that we do not use Proposition 2.10 of [49], which gives
a less convenient zeta function. Although Proposition 2.12 of [49] is only stated
for symbols in the discrete series, it is valid for the continuous series as long as
we use the corresponding expressions (given in [49] Corollary 2.4) for the integrals
Iγ(σ)(nu) in [49](2.2).



















∣) is even in u
while Girk,0(
u−i
−2i ) is odd. Hence this integral vanishes (cf. Proposition 2.7 of [49]).



























, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 .












If we substitute χs into the right side of the trace formula (9.7), we obtain the
desired zeta-function R(s;φirk). Therefore, the left side of the trace formula (9.7)
gives a meromorphic continuation of R(s;φirk ). By Theorem 1.3, we have
〈
Op(φirk )φir , φir
〉
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s− ( 12 − ir
))
Γ(2s− 1) .
For the last line we refer to [49] (p. 60).





















We note that Γ(s−(1/2+ir))Γ(s−(1/2−ir))Γ(2s−1) = B(s − (1/2 + ir), s − (1/2 − ir)). As
above, we assume that φirk ⊥ 1, so that the trivial representation term vanishes.












s− ( 12 + irn
))
Γ(s− (12 − irn)) ∼ e−
π
2 (|s+rn|+|s−rn|)
×|rn + s|−e(s)−1|rn −s|−e(s)−1 .
Since 〈φirk , PSirn〉 = Ork(r1/2n ) as n → ∞ (or equivalently, 〈φirk , P̂ Sirn〉 =
Ork(1)), it follows that the series converges absolutely in the critical strip away
from the poles and deﬁnes a meromorphic function.
There are simple poles at s = 1/2 ± irn where 1/4 + r2n is an eigenvalue
of . In the case where the multiplicity of the eigenvalue equals one, the residue


























= 〈φirk , P̂ Sirn〉 ,
as stated. In the case of a multiple eigenvalue one sums over an orthonormal basis
of the eigenspace. 
9.2. Z(s;φirk)
Now we deduce properties of Z(s;φirk) from those of R(s;φirk ).









δ(L − Lγ) .























Bm(s, n)R(s + n;φirk) ,
where










































)−(s− 12 ) δ(L− Lγ) .





































−(s− 12 ) δ(y − yγ) .






















B(s, n)R(s + n;φirk) .
(9.16)
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Since the poles ofR(s+n, φirk) are the shifts by −n of the poles of R(s, φirk),
and since the non-trivial poles of R(s, ψm) in e s > 0 lie only at the points
s = 1/2+ ir, only the term n = 0 in the series contributes non-trivial poles to the
critical strip.
Writing out Bm(s, 0) as a sum
∑
m,k1,...,km=0;k1+···km=n, we see that the only
term has m = 0 = kj (for all j = 1, . . . ,m). Thus,
Ress= 12+irZ(s;φirk) = Ress= 12+irR(s;φirk ) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1 in the case σ = φirk . 

Remark 9.2. As a check on (9.12), we observe that in the case φirk ≡ 1, 〈φirk ,
P̂ Sirn〉 = 1 for all n, µirk(s) = µ0(s) and we get






















s− ( 12 − irn
))
Γ(2s− 1) . (9.17)
The series converges rapidly to a meromorphic function with simple poles at
s = 1/2 ± rn − k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .), the residue at s = 1/2 ± rn − k being (−1)
k
k! .
Thus, Lemma 9.3 shows that Z(s; 1) has simple poles in the critical strip with
residues equal to 1. The formula (9.17) also follows from the standard Selberg
trace formula (Fourier transform duality, [46] Theorem 4.3.6) by using the integral
















and the fact noted above that Γ(s−(1/2+ir))Γ(s−(1/2−ir))Γ(2s−1) = B(s − (1/2 + ir), s −
(1/2− ir)).
9.3. Forms of weight ±2 in Pir
In this case both sides of the trace formula equal zero due to time reversibility. By














9.4. Weight m in D±m
We now prove Theorem 9.1 for σ = ψm ∈ D+m. The anti-holomorphic discrete
series case is simply the complex conjugate and is omitted.
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m/2 (coshLγ/2)−2(s−1/2) . (9.18)
We begin the proof with an analysis of its meromorphic continuation.
9.4.1. Meromorphic continuation of R(s;ψm).
Theorem 9.4. R(s;ψm) admits a meromorphic continuation to C. In the critical
strip, its poles occur at s = 1/2 + ir such that 1/4 + r2 is an eigenvalue of  ,










































We caution that in the deﬁnition of Hdm (9.20)(ii) we follow a slightly diﬀerent
notation convention in [49] whereby we multiply the integral by |a−a−1| as for Hm
The integral uses the notation of (9.2)–(9.3). We simplify the expressions



































, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 ,




(u + i)−m/2(u2 + 1)−sdu =
(−i)m/2π22s+2−m/2Γ(−2s+ m2
)
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It follows ﬁrst that if we substitute χs into the right side of the trace for-
mula (9.19) is the desired zeta-function R(s;ψm). Therefore, the left side of the
trace formula (9.19) gives a meromorphic continuation of R(s;ψm). By Theo-









































e2irt (tanh t)m/2 (cosh t)−2(s−1/2)dt .















e2irnt (tanh t)m/2 (cosh t)−2(s−1/2)dt . (9.24)
The integral is more complicated than its zero weight analogue, but as tanh t =
1 + r(t) with r(t) = O(e−2|t|), we may write
∫ ∞
−∞
e2irnt (tanh t)m/2 (cosh t)−2(s−1/2)dt =
∫ ∞
−∞





e2irntr(t)(cosh t)−2(s−1/2)dt . (9.26)
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The ﬁrst term of (9.25) gives the expression in the weight zero case analyzed above.
Hence, the sum over rn with this term converges, and the poles and residues of














s− ( 12 − irn
))
Γ(2s− 1) .





= 〈ψm, PSirn〉µ0(1/2+irn). Summing over an orthonormal
basis of lowest weight vectors of D+m gives the stated expression.
To complete the proof, it is only necessary to observe that the second integral
R2(s, rn) is holomorphic in the region e(s) > −1/2. It is also rapidly decaying
in rn. Therefore it does not contribute any poles or residues to R(s;ψm) in the
critical strip. 
9.5. Z(s;ψm)
Now we deduce properties of Z(s;ψm) from those of R(s;ψm).



























































Bm(s, n)R(s + n;ψm) ,
where Bm(s, n) is the same as in Lemma 9.3.







dΘ(L; s;ψm) , (9.29)












)−(s− 12 ) δ(L− Lγ) .























−(s− 12 ) δ(y − yγ) .











B(s, n)R(s + n;ψm) .
(9.31)
Since the poles of R(s+n, ψm) are the shifts by −n of the poles of R(s, ψm),
and since the non-trivial poles of R(s, ψm) in e s > 0 lie only at the points
s = 1/2+ ir, only the term n = 0 in the series contributes non-trivial poles to the
critical strip, and as above this term has m = 0 = kj (for all j = 1, . . . ,m). Thus,
Ress= 12+irZ˜(s;ψm) = Ress= 12+irR(s;ψm) . 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now observe that








































<∞ , e s > 0 , (9.33)
by the prime geodesic theorem, it follows that Z(s, ψm) has the same poles and
residues in the critical strip as Z˜(ψm).
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.4.
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9.6. Meromorphic extension of Z: Proof of Theorem 1.3 for Z(s;σ)












(e(s) > 1) .
(9.34)
Here, we interchanged the summation over γ and over rj , which is justiﬁed by
Proposition 2.5 and the prime geodesic theorem.
Under the assumption that σ has non-trivial projections in only ﬁnitely many
irreducible representions, the analytic continuation of the sums follows from that
of the individual terms, which has been proved in Theorems 9.2 and 9.4.
Remark 9.3. Note that σ may have an inﬁnite number of non-zero Fourier coef-
ﬁcients relative to automorphic (τ,m)- eigenfunctions; it is only in the τ aspect
that we assume ﬁniteness.
Remark 9.4. It is natural to ask for the precise conditions on σ, speciﬁcally the







to ensure that Z(s;σ) admits a meromorphic continuation to C. In the introduc-
tion, we said that this question is related to estimates on triple products in [6,39].
Let us brieﬂy explain the connection.












































Similarly in the discrete series.
The following is due to Sarnak [39] and (in its stated form) Bernstein–
Reznikov [6]:
Lemma 9.6. |〈Op(φirk )φirn , φirn〉| ≤ Cne−
π|rk|
2 (log |rk|)3/2 .
It follows that Cn| 〈Op(φirk )φirn ,φirn〉µcirk (s) | ≤ Cs,n(1 + |rk|)
−2s+3/2, where Cs,n is
uniform on compact sets of C. Thus, the rk-sum for ﬁxed rn converges absolutely
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as long as the coeﬃcients (9.35) decay rapidly enough, and certainly if σ is real
analytic. However, there do not seem to exist estimates of the coeﬃcients Cn in
Lemma 9.6, and hence no proof that the full (rk, rn) sum converges. It seems
reasonable at this time that the coeﬃcients Cn could grow to order eπrn , which
would cancel the Gamma factors and leave the convergence unclear.
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